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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 The Purpose of the Plan
Asset
management
planning
is
a
comprehensive process to ensure delivery of
services from infrastructure is provided in a
financially sustainable manner.
This Asset Management Plan (AM Plan)
details information about infrastructure assets
including actions required to provide an
agreed level of service in the most cost
effective manner while outlining associated
risks. The plan defines the services to be
provided, how the services are provided and
what funds are required to provide the
services over a 20-year planning period.

These will be managed through a
combination of managing existing assets,
upgrading of existing assets and providing
new assets to meet demand and demand
management.
Demand
management
practices include non-asset solutions,
insuring against risks and managing failures.





Ongoing upgrade & new capital projects
Continue to review internal utilisation of
assets as organisations grows
Increasing
condition
assessment
frequency for infrastructure surrounding
new developments.
Continuing the Disability Discrimination
Act compliance footpath pram ramp
upgrade program
Ensuring the Stormwater management
plan takes in to account increase in sea
level rise and extreme weather conditions
resulting from climate change
Reviewing the need to lease instead of
purchase high cost longer life technology
infrastructure such as servers

This plan has been prepared as a summary
document that covers all six detailed asset
management plans.



1.2 Asset Description



Plans have been completed for the following
asset classes:
 Buildings
 Fleet
 Parks & Reserves
 Technology
 Transport
 Stormwater

1.5 Lifecycle Management Plan

These infrastructure assets have significant
value estimated at $1,024,062,000

1.3 Levels of Service
Our present funding levels are sufficient to
continue to provide existing services at
current levels in the medium term (10 years).

1.4 Future Demand
The main demands for new services are
created by:






Population growth
Residential land development
Demographic changes
Climate change
Technology Changes

What does it Cost?
The projected outlays necessary to provide
the services covered by this Summary Asset
Management Plan (AM Plan) includes
operations, maintenance, renewal and
upgrade of existing assets over the 10-year
planning period is $67,531,000 on average
per year.

1.6 Financial Summary
What we will do
Estimated available funding for this period is
$67,493,000 on average per year as per the
long term financial plan. This is 99% of the
cost to sustain the current level of service at
the lowest lifecycle cost.
The infrastructure reality is that only what is
funded in the long term financial plan can be
provided. The emphasis of the Summary
Asset Management Plan is to communicate
the consequences that this will have on the

-2service provided and risks, so that decision
making is “informed”.
The allocated funding leaves a shortfall of
$38,000 on average per year of the projected
expenditure required to provide services in
the Summary Asset Management Plan
compared with planned expenditure currently
included in the Long Term Financial Plan.
This is shown in the figure below.
Projected Operating and Capital
Expenditure





Ongoing condition assessing program
Proactive safety inspections
Disaster recovery system

1.7 Asset Management Practices
Our systems to manage assets include:



Technology One, One Council, financial
system
Technology One, One Council, Assets
system

Assets requiring renewal/replacement were
identified using Asset Register data to project
the renewal costs using acquisition year and
useful life to determine the renewal year

1.8 Monitoring and Improvement
Program

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.
We plan to provide services for the following:
 Operation, maintenance, renewal and
upgrade of all assets to meet current
service levels set in annual budgets.

What we cannot do
Whilst the current modelling is presenting a
funding shortfall of $38,000 on average per
year this accounts for less than 1% of total
cost and thus does not present an
impediment to providing these services at the
current standard or to provide all new
services being sought.

Managing the Risks
Our present funding levels are sufficient to
continue to manage risks in the medium term.
The critical risks identified in this plan are:




Damaged or early failure of infrastructure
Corrupted or lost data
Physical injury to staff or public

We will manage these risks within available
funding by:


Customer request tracking

The next steps resulting from this Summary
Asset Management plan to improve asset
management practices are summarised
below:
 Formalise Risk Registers
 Implement
an
annual
condition
assessment process for buildings,
irrigation and above ground stormwater
assets
 Undertake a review of useful lives and
unit rates for transport, parks and
stormwater assets
 Finalise the technical levels of service still
to be developed
 Undertake optimal lifecycle useful life
analysis
 Restructure building component asset
records
to
reflect
renewal
and
maintenance activities
 Introduce functionality and capacity rating
system
in
to
existing
condition
assessment process
 Develop park furniture design standards
 Review the need for 'Green' assets (e.g.
Trees, landscaping, etc.) in future
revisions of the plan.
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1

Background

This Summary Asset Management Plan communicates the actions required for the responsive
management of assets (and services provided from assets), compliance with regulatory
requirements, and funding needed to provide the required levels of service over a 20-year planning
period.
The Summary Asset Management Plan is to be read with the City of Playford’s planning
documents. This includes the Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy along
with other key planning documents:






Community Vision 2043
Strategic Plan
Long Term Financial Plan
Annual Business Plan
Asset Management Plans (Individual asset classes)

The assets covered by this Summary Asset Management Plan are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Assets covered by this Plan
ASSET CATEGORY
Buildings
Fleet
Parks
Stormwater
Technology
Transport
TOTAL

2.2

REPLACEMENT VALUE
$139,059,000
$14,914,000
$52,045,000
$190,239,000
$6,956,000
$620,849,000
$1,024,062,000

Goals and Objectives of Asset Ownership

Our goal in managing infrastructure assets is to meet the defined level of service (as amended
from time to time) in the most cost effective manner for present and future consumers. The key
elements of infrastructure asset management are:






Providing a defined level of service and monitoring performance,
Managing the impact of growth through demand management and infrastructure
investment,
Taking a lifecycle approach to developing cost-effective management strategies for the
long-term that meet the defined level of service,
Identifying, assessing and appropriately controlling risks, and
Linking to a long-term financial plan which identifies required, affordable expenditure and
how it will be allocated.

Other references to the benefits, fundamentals principles and objectives of asset management
are:
• International Infrastructure Management Manual 2015 1
• ISO 550002
1

Based on IPWEA 2015 IIMM, Sec 2.1.3, p 2| 13
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2.3

Core and Advanced Asset Management

This asset management plan is prepared as a ‘core’ asset management plan over a 20 year
planning period in accordance with the International Infrastructure Management Manual3. Core
asset management is a ‘top down’ approach where analysis is applied at the system or network
level. An ‘advanced’ asset management approach uses a ‘bottom up’ approach for gathering
detailed asset information for individual assets.
Future revisions of this will move towards ‘advanced’ asset management using a ‘bottom up’
approach for gathering asset information for individual assets to support the optimisation of
activities and programs to meet agreed service levels.

3. LEVELS OF SERVICE
3.1

Customer Research and Expectations

This ‘core’ asset management plan is prepared to facilitate consultation prior to adoption by the
Council. Future revisions of the asset management plan will incorporate community consultation
on service levels and costs of providing the service. This will assist the Council and stakeholders in
matching the level of service required, service risks and consequences with the community’s ability
and willingness to pay for the service.
The City of Playford has been undertaking an independent evaluation of Council services through
a Resident Satisfaction Survey since 2001. In 2015 the Resident Satisfaction Survey undertook a
redesign to align questions to Council’s Service Standard System, strategic direction, and ensure
scaling and methodology was reflective of best practice market research.

Objectives
The broad objectives of the Resident Satisfaction Survey include:

2
3



Assessing and establishing the community’s priorities and satisfaction in relation to Council
activities, services and facilities



Identifying the community’s overall satisfaction with Council’s performance



Identifying the community’s level of satisfaction with regards to contact they have had with
Council staff

ISO 55000 Overview, principles and terminology
IPWEA, 2015, IIMM.

-5Table 3.1: Community and Organisational Satisfaction Survey Levels – 2018
PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

SATISFACTION LEVEL
Not at all Not very Somewhat
satisfied satisfied satisfied

Satisfied

Very
satisfied

Mean
Score

Presentation of parks and
reserves

3%

5%

23%

35%

34%

3.92

—

Safety of playgrounds

2%

6%

22%

37%

34%

3.93

—

Presentation of ovals and
sports grounds

1%

4%

20%

40%

36%

4.06

—

Protecting & improving
native vegetation and
biodiversity

2%

8%

28%

37%

25%

3.77

—

Fleet Service

1%

8%

27%

33%

31%

3.86

—

Adequate Stormwater
Drainage

6%

10%

26%

29%

29%

3.65

—

Access to community
venues

<1%

4%

22%

42%

33%

4.02

—

Providing support &
facilities for sporting clubs

1%

5%

22%

40%

33%

3.99



Library service

1%

3%

15%

30%

51%

4.27



Satisfaction with ICT
Service

2%

19%

27%

37%

15%

3.45

—

Condition of footpaths

11%

14%

34%

19%

22%

3.28



Condition of bicycle paths

6%

11%

31%

28%

23%

3.5

—

Condition of street kerbs

7%

14%

28%

29%

22%

3.45

—

Condition of local streets

8%

18%

34%

23%

18%

3.24

—

Condition of rural roads

8%

15%

33%

28%

16%

3.28



INTERPRETING THE MEAN SCORE
1.99 or lower
2.00 – 2.49
2.50 – 2.99
3.00 – 3.59
3.60 – 3.89
3.90 – 4.19
4.20 – 4.49
4.50 +

Very low satisfaction
Low satisfaction
Moderately low satisfaction
Moderate satisfaction
Moderately high satisfaction
High satisfaction
Very high satisfaction
Extremely high satisfaction

4 year
Trend

-6The community’s satisfaction with most of the performance measures have remained steady over
the long run. Condition of footpaths, support for facilities and sporting clubs and the library has
seen an increase in satisfaction.
Community satisfaction information is used in developing the Strategic Plan and in the allocation of
resources in the budget.

3.2

Strategic and Corporate Goals

This asset management plan is prepared under the direction of the City of Playford’s vision,
mission, goals and objectives.
Our vision is:
Playford is the City of Opportunity, supporting the community’s hopes and aspirations to be vibrant,
thriving and sustainable. It provides an enviable lifestyle that is connected, healthy, happy and
proud, where each individual can take advantage of the many opportunities offered, making the
City prosperous, liveable and happy.
Our mission is:
Leveraging technology to create a better and healthier place to live, where business can prosper,
people are happy and there is a sustainable economy.

-7Relevant goals and how these are addressed in this asset management plan are:
Table 3.2: Goals and how these are addressed in this Plan
GOAL
Smart Service 
Delivery

Smart Living




Smart Jobs & 
Education


Smart CBD





Smart Sport






Smart Health




HOW GOALS ARE ADDRESSED IN AM PLAN
Continually monitor the services and infrastructure we provide, and
adjust them where needed, in line with up-to-date information and
feedback from our community
Continually look for ways to work smarter and “do more with less” for
our community and improve their satisfaction with our services
Pursue innovative solutions for renewing our other older suburbs and
increasing the diversity of housing choices.
Promote the inclusion of smart technologies in new developments as
well as greater focus on urban green space and natural environments
to cope with climate impacts.
Introduce smart regional infrastructure management to maximise
economic return and jobs growth in industrial and horticultural
enterprises.
Creation of an e-learning infrastructure and foster local job creation
via the Stretton Centre, using its agility and access to the best
thinkers, networks, research and industry.
Undertake the development of Prince George Plaza as well as an
associated multi-storey carpark to service the expanding CBD.
Redevelop the Elizabeth Regional Centre in to a ‘Smart CBD’
New public space in the heart of the CBD and an upgraded Fremont
Park
Development of a bicycle/ walking track through the Sports Precinct
linking it with other parts of the City
Creating a focus on healthy communities and promoting greater
participation in sport and physical activity.
Development of new lawn bowls complex with three synthetic greens
and a
club facility and undertake planning for further stages of the precinct
including a softball complex and further soccer facilities
Commence public realm improvements within the precinct including
signage and streetscape upgrades.
Support community-based health care services including the National
Disability Insurance Scheme and Smart digital health care service
provision.

The City of Playford will exercise its duty of care to ensure public safety in accordance with the
infrastructure risk management plan prepared in conjunction with this Asset Management Plan.
Management of infrastructure risks is covered in Section 6.
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3.3

Legislative Requirements

There are many legislative requirements relating to the management of assets. These include, but
are not limited to the following:
Table 3.3: Legislative Requirements
LEGISLATION

REQUIREMENT

Local Government Act 1999

Civil Liability Act, 1936

WHS Act 2012

Sets out role, purpose, responsibilities and powers of local
governments including the preparation of a Long Term
Financial Plan supported by Asset Management Plans for
sustainable service delivery.
Liability of road authorities - Section 42, May 2004 inclusion in
the Act to provide a replacement for the nonfeasance defence
consequent to May 2001 High Court judgement.
To secure the health, safety and welfare of persons at work.

Disability Discrimination Act- Contains powers for City of Playford to install and remove
1992
traffic control devices.
Highway Act 1926

Australian
Standards

Set out the Legislative framework for drainage of roads and
road authorities’ In SA.
Accounting Set out the financial reporting standards relating to. Inter alia,
the (re)valuation and depreciation of Assets.

Code
of
Technical Details the design and construction parameters to which traffic
Requirements for the Legal management devices installed by City of Playford must comply.
Use of Traffic Control
Devices
Design
Mobility

for

access

and Set out the Legislative requirements for installation of
pedestrian access ramps.

Guide to the Use of Recycled Sets up standards and requirements for reuse of materials for
Concrete
and
Masonry construction of footpaths.
Materials
Development Act 1993

Housing
2016

Improvement

Liquor Licensing Act 1997

To provide for planning and regulate development in the State;
to regulate the use and management of land and buildings, and
the design and construction of buildings; to make provision for
the maintenance and conservation of land and buildings where
appropriate; and for other purposes.
Act An Act to provide for the improvement of sub-standard housing
conditions, to provide for housing of persons of limited means,
to regulate the rentals of sub-standard dwelling houses in the
metropolitan area and in certain other parts of the State, and
for other purposes.
An Act to regulate the sale, supply and consumption of liquor;
and for other purposes.

-9LEGISLATION

REQUIREMENT

Food Act 2001

An Act to provide for the safety and suitability of food; and for
other purposes

Building Code of Australia

The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is the national technical
document which sets the standards for building work in
Australia.

Australian
(ADR’s)

Design

Rules The Australian Design Rules (ADRs) are national Australian
standards for vehicle safety, anti-theft system and emission
standards

Native Vegetation Act 1991

Provides incentives and assistance to landowners in relation to
the preservation and enhancement of native vegetation; to
control the clearance of native vegetation; and for other
purposes.

Natural
Resources Promotes sustainable and integrated management of the
Management Act 2004
State's natural resources and to make provision for the
protection of the State's natural resources.
Irrigated Public Open Space Provides the tools and reporting models necessary to
(IPOS) Code of Practice
implement best practice irrigation management in the provision
of public open space
Australian Standards
Playgrounds

State Records Act 1997

for AS1924 – Safety requirements and test methods.
AS 4685 – Current safety requirements and test methods.
ASNZ 4422:1996 – Impact attenuating surfaces.
AS 4685.0:2017 - Playground equipment and surfacing
Provides for the preservation and management of official
records

Freedom of information Act Provides for public access to official documents and records; to
1991
provide for the correction of public documents and records in
appropriate cases
Privacy Act

Regulates how personal information is handled.
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3.4

Customer and Technical Levels of Service

Service levels are defined service levels in two terms, customer levels of service and technical
levels of service. These are supplemented by City of Playford’s service standards measures.
Customer Levels of Service measure how the customer receives the service and whether value
to the customer is provided.
Customer levels of service measures used in the asset management plan are:
Quality

How good is the service … what is the condition or quality of the service?

Function

Is it suitable for its intended purpose …. Is it the right service?

Capacity/Use
assets?

Is the service over or under used … do we need more or less of these

Each asset management plan has a range of customer service levels covering the above service
aspects. A snapshot of the ‘Quality’ aspect are shown in Tables 3.4
Organisational measures are measures of fact related to the service delivery outcome e.g.
number of occasions when service is not available, condition percentages of Very Poor,
Poor/Average/Good, Very good.
These Organisational measures provide a balance in comparison to the customer perception that
may be more subjective.
Supporting the customer service levels are operational or technical measures of performance.
These technical measures relate to the allocation of resources to service activities to best achieve
the desired customer outcomes and demonstrate effective performance. Each individual asset
management plan details their respective technical levels of service and thus are not included in
this summary document.

- 11 Table 3.4: Customer Level of Service
EXPECTATION
Quality
Building

Fleet

Parks

Stormwater

Well maintained
facility management
Organisational
measure

Responsive service

Organisational
measure
Attractive and
sustainable
Open Space
Organisational
measure

Manage risk of
flooding to properties
Organisational
measure

Technology Responsive service

Transport

Organisational
measure
Quality drivable and
walkable network
Organisational
measure

PERFORMANCE
MEASURE USED
Customer service requests
relating to quality
% of buildings in very
good/good (1,2) and
poor/very poor (4,5)
condition
% of Work Orders met within
the agreed Service Level
Agreement for Fleet
% of vehicle past EOL (end
of life) or fully depreciated
Customer service requests
relating to service quality
% of park assets in very
good/good (1,2) and
poor/very poor (4,5)
condition
Customer service requests
relating to service quality
% of stormwater
infrastructure in very
good/good (1,2) and
poor/very poor (4,5)
condition
Tickets resolved within
agreed timeframe (SLA)
ICT assets past end of life
or fully depreciated
Customer service requests
relating to service quality
% of transport infrastructure
in very good/good (1,2) and
poor/very poor (4,5)
condition

CURRENT PERFORMANCE

54 requests (down from 75 in
2017)
75% in very good / good
condition and 8% in poor / very
poor condition
98%

15%
5 requests per 1,000 residents
(down from 5.2 requests in
2017)
71% if park assets in very
good/good condition
15% of infrastructure is in
poor/very poor condition
2.6
requests
per
1,000
residents (down from 4.3
requests in 2017)
27% of infrastructure in very
good/good condition
9% of infrastructure is in
poor/very poor condition
87%
40%
16 requests per 1,000
residents (down from 17
requests in 2017)
78% if infrastructure in very
good/good condition
6% of infrastructure is in
poor/very poor condition
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4. FUTURE DEMAND
4.1

Demand Drivers

Drivers affecting demand include things such as population change, regulations, changes in
demographics, seasonal factors, vehicle ownership rates, consumer preferences and expectations,
technological changes, economic factors, agricultural practices, environmental awareness, etc.

4.2

Demand Forecasts

The present position and projections for demand drivers that may impact future service delivery
and use of assets were identified and are documented in Table 4.3.

4.3

Demand Impact on Assets

The impact of demand drivers that may affect future service delivery and use of assets are shown
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Demand Drivers, Projections and Impact on Services
Demand
drivers
Population

Present position
92,066

Demographics

14,986 over 60 years
age

Residential
land
development

2,303 Ha of land
recently rezoned

Climate
change

Climate change is not
currently factored into
decision making.
On site infrastructure
and moderate levels
of
digital
transformation

Technology
Changes

4.4

Projection

Impact on services

Increase
to
131,726 by 2036
Increase
to
25,287 over 60
years age by
2036
Rezone land to
be
developed
over 20 - 30
years
Increase
in
extreme weather
events
Cloud computing
and high levels of
digital
transformation

Greater demand for infrastructure
and services.
Greater demand for higher quality
footpath network for older residents

Impacting negatively on existing
surrounding
infrastructure
and
increasing demand for maintenance
of infrastructure.
High stormwater capacity required
due to an increase in severe
weather events.
Trend towards offsite management
of hardware and software (IaaS &
SaaS)
will
reduce
capital
requirements.

Demand Management Plan

Demand for new services will be managed through a combination of managing existing assets,
upgrading of existing assets and providing new assets to meet demand and demand management.
Demand management practices can include non-asset solutions, insuring against risks and
managing failures.
Opportunities identified to date for demand management are shown in Table 4.4.
opportunities will be developed in future revisions of this asset management plan.

Further

- 13 Table 4.4: Demand Management Plan Summary
Demand Driver
Population

Residential
development

Impact on Services
Demand Management Plan
Greater
demand
for Ongoing upgrade & new capital projects
infrastructure and services
Continue to review internal utilisation of
assets as organisations grows

land Impacting
negatively
on
existing
surrounding
infrastructure and increasing
demand for maintenance of
infrastructure
Demographics
Greater demand for higher
quality footpath network for
older residents
Climate change
High
stormwater
capacity
required due to an increase in
severe weather events.
Technology
Trend
towards
offsite
Changes
management of hardware and
software (IaaS & SaaS) will
reduce capital requirements.

Increase
in
condition
assessment
frequency for infrastructure surrounding
new developments.

Disability Discrimination Act compliance
footpath pram ramp upgrade program
Stormwater management plan taking in to
account increase in sea level rise and
extreme weather conditions.
Review need to lease instead of purchase
high cost long life infrastructure such as
servers.
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4.5

Asset Programs to meet Demand

The new assets required to meet demand can be acquired, donated or constructed. Additional
assets are discussed in Section 5.5. The summary of the cumulative value of additional asset is
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Upgrade and New Assets to meet Demand – (Cumulative)

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.
The City of Playford is one of the fastest growing communities in South Australia and thus over the
forward projections is expected to receive a large amount of contributed infrastructure. Council will
also be required to upgrade existing infrastructure to cater to the increased demand brought on by
these developments. The financial costs relating to the contributed and newly constructed assets
will be funded through the additional rates collected from new property developments.
Acquiring these new assets will commit ongoing operations, maintenance and renewal costs for
the period that the service provided from the assets is required. These future costs are identified
and considered in developing forecasts of future operations, maintenance and renewal costs for
inclusion in the long term financial plan in Section 5.
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5. LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN
The lifecycle management plan details how the City of Playford plans to manage and operate the
assets at the agreed levels of service (defined in Section 3) while managing life cycle costs.

5.1

Background Data

5.1.1

Physical parameters

The assets covered by this asset management plan are shown in Table 2.1.
The majority of assets covered by this summary plan are transport (61%), stormwater (19%) and
buildings (14%). These asset classes make up 93% of total infrastructure renewal value.
The following expected useful lives have been calculated as follows:
Buildings
Structure
Fit-out
Roofing
Plumbing
Electrical
Air-condition
Fleet
Heavy Vehicle
Vehicle
Other Fleet
Trailer
Gardening plt
Mechanical plt
Other plt
Parks
Irrigation
Fences
Playgrounds
Park furniture
Stormwater
Pipes
Pits
Aquifer SR
Earthworks
Technology
Audio Equip
Infra & Servers
Mobile
Desktop
Monitors
Software
Other
Transport
Road Seal
Road Pavement
Kerb & Gutter
Footpath

Expected Useful Lives (years)
103
40
77
74
73
40
7-10
2
4
20
7-10
7-10
10
23
36
44
30
100
140
10-120
200
5
5-10
2-4
4
5
5
5
22
115
134
78

- 16 The age profile of the assets included in this summary Asset Management Plan are shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 2: Asset Age Profile

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.
As can be seen from this graph much of Council’s infrastructure network was initially constructed in
the 1960s and 1970s. Steady growth is observed in the later years due to land being released for
development in a progressive manner. Due to the long anticipated life of infrastructure type assets
it is therefore anticipated that renewal of these assets will be not be a major challenge facing
Council over the term of this asset management plan.

- 17 5.1.2

Asset capacity and performance

Assets are generally provided to meet design standards where these are available.
Locations where deficiencies in service performance are known are detailed in Table 5.1.2.
Table 5.1.2: Known Service Performance Deficiencies
Location/Category
Sporting Facilities & Community
Buildings

Public Toilets
City wide
Adjacent to development areas
Rural townships
Technology equipment Failure
Underutilised central knowledge
management systems
Technology Staff Training

Service Deficiency
•
Vandalism – Reducing life expectancy of component;
•
Changing trends – Changing demographics;
•
Clubs / tenants not conforming to lease agreements –
Increasing Council maintenance costs.
•
Vandalism.
Damaged sections of kerb obstruct stormwater runoff and cause
ponding and road safety hazard.
Oxidation and increased traffic loads create cracking, moisture
penetration and subsequent pavement failure and safety risk.
Unsealed car parks deteriorate rapidly and require expensive
treatment.
No resource for failures and effect to business continuity.
Increased load demands on infrastructure and resources.

Increased Helpdesk requests, which impacts on operational
service delivery.
Headwalls
Erosion and degradation of soil undermine headwalls and cause
malfunction and costly repair to the system.
Stormwater Pipes
Blockages, chemical erosion, movement of soil and overloading
the system reduce useful life and design capacity of the pipes.
Stormwater Pits
Increase land divisions which increase the load and the volumes
on existing drainage infrastructure.
Irrigation
Manual systems should be automated systems.
Playgrounds & Park furniture
Vandalism has caused in several instances, reduced activity of
the playground and the life of components.
The above service deficiencies were identified from the annual condition assessment program,
inspections and customer requests.
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Asset condition

Condition is monitored annually as per IPWEA condition assessment & asset performance
guidelines
The condition profile of our assets is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Asset Condition Profile

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.
The condition of a majority of Council’s assets is very good to good (1-2), with only a minor amount
in poor or very poor (4-5). 15% of council assets are not rated (0) of which most are underground
stormwater assets. These are sampled each year, through a CCTV program, to estimate a whole
of network condition.
Condition is measured using a 1 – 5 grading system4 as detailed in Table 5.1.3.
Table 5.1.3: Simple Condition Grading Model
Condition
Grading
0
1
2
3
4
4

Description of Condition
Not rated
Very Good: only planned maintenance required
Good: minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance
Fair: significant maintenance required
Poor: significant renewal/rehabilitation required

IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Sec 2.5.4, p 2|80.
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5.2

Very Poor: physically unsound and/or beyond rehabilitation

Operations and Maintenance Plan

Operations include regular activities to provide services such as public health, safety and amenity,
e.g. Cleaning, street sweeping, utilities costs and street lighting.
Routine maintenance is the regular on-going work that is necessary to keep assets operating,
including instances where portions of the asset fail and need immediate repair to make the asset
operational again, e.g. Road patching.
Maintenance includes all actions necessary for retaining an asset as near as practicable to an
appropriate service condition including regular ongoing day-to-day work necessary to keep assets
operating.
Maintenance expenditure levels are considered to be adequate to meet projected service levels,
which may be less than or equal to current service levels. Where maintenance expenditure levels
are such that they will result in a lesser level of service, the service consequences and service
risks have been identified and is highlighted in this Asset Management Plan and service risks
considered in the Infrastructure Risk Management Plan.
Summary of future operations and maintenance expenditures
Future operations and maintenance expenditure is forecast to trend in line with the value of the
asset stock as shown in Figure 4. Note that all costs are shown in current 2018/19 dollar values
(i.e. real values).
Figure 4: Projected Operations and Maintenance Expenditure

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.

- 20 It is expected that Council’s maintenance and operations budget will increase due to developer
contributed assets and new and upgraded infrastructure. The ongoing financial cost is funded
through increase in rates from new properties.
Deferred maintenance, i.e. works that are identified for maintenance and unable to be funded, are
to be included in the risk assessment and analysis in the infrastructure risk management plan.
Maintenance is funded from the operating budget where available. This is further discussed in
Section 7.

5.3

Renewal/Replacement Plan

Renewal and replacement expenditure is major work which does not increase the asset’s design
capacity but restores, rehabilitates, replaces or renews an existing asset to its original service
potential. Work over and above restoring an asset to original service potential is considered to be
an upgrade/expansion or new work expenditure resulting in additional future operations and
maintenance costs.
Assets requiring renewal/replacement are identified from one of three methods provided in the
‘Expenditure Template’.




Method 1 uses Asset Register data to project the renewal costs using acquisition year and
useful life to determine the renewal year, or
Method 2 uses capital renewal expenditure projections from external condition modelling
systems (such as Pavement Management Systems), or
Method 3 uses a combination of average network renewals plus defect repairs in the
Renewal Plan and Defect Repair Plan worksheets on the ‘Expenditure template’.

Method 1 was used for this asset management plan.
5.3.1 Renewal ranking criteria
Asset renewal and replacement is typically undertaken to either:



Ensure the reliability of the existing infrastructure to deliver the service it was constructed to
facilitate (e.g. replacing a bridge that has a 5 t load limit), or
To ensure the infrastructure is of sufficient quality to meet the service requirements (e.g.
roughness of a road).5

It is possible to get some indication of capital renewal and replacement priorities by identifying
assets or asset groups that:








Have a high consequence of failure,
Have high use and subsequent impact on users would be greatest,
Have a total value representing the greatest net value,
Have the highest average age relative to their expected lives,
Are identified in the Asset Management Plan as key cost factors,
Have high operational or maintenance costs, and
Have replacement with a modern equivalent asset that would provide the equivalent service
at a savings.6

The ranking criteria used to determine priority of identified renewal and replacement proposals is
detailed in Table 5.3.1.
5
6

IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Sec 3.4.4, p 3|91.
Based on IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Sec 3.4.5, p 3|97.

- 21 Table 5.3.1: Renewal and Replacement Priority Ranking Criteria
Criteria
Current Service Level
Alignment with Council’s strategic objectives.
Funding within 10 Year Financial Plan
Legislative requirements
Total
5.3.2

Weighting
30 %
25 %
25 %
20 %
100%

Summary of future renewal and replacement expenditure

Projected future renewal and replacement expenditures are forecast to increase over time when
the asset stock increases. The expenditure required is shown in Fig 5. Note that all amounts are
shown in current (real) dollars.
The projected capital renewal and replacement program is shown in Appendix A.
Figure 5: Projected Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.

- 22 Over the next 20 years transport renewals account for 59% of renewal expenditure, this is due to
road surface having a useful life of only 22 years compared other long lived assets and the relative
high renewal cost. Fleet renewal makes up approximately 15% of projected renewal expenditure.
Deferred renewal and replacement, i.e. those assets identified for renewal and/or replacement and
not scheduled in capital works programs, are to be included in the risk analysis process in the risk
management plan.
Renewals and replacement expenditure in the capital works program will be accommodated in the
long term financial plan. This is further discussed in Section 7.

5.4

Creation/Acquisition/Upgrade Plan

New works are those that create a new asset that did not previously exist, or works which will
upgrade or improve an existing asset beyond its existing capacity. They may result from growth,
social or environmental needs. Assets may also be acquired at no cost. These additional assets
are considered in Section 4.4.
5.4.1

Selection criteria

New assets and upgrade/expansion of existing assets are identified from various sources such as
community requests, proposals identified by strategic plans or partnerships with others. Candidate
proposals are inspected to verify need and to develop a preliminary renewal estimate. Verified
proposals are ranked by priority and available funds and scheduled in future works programs. The
priority ranking criteria is detailed below.
Table 5.4.1: New Assets Priority Ranking Criteria
Criteria
Alignment with Council’s strategic objectives.
Funding within 10 Year Financial Plan
Community need
Legislative requirements
Total

Weighting
30 %
30 %
20 %
20 %
100%
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Summary of future upgrade/new assets expenditure

Projected upgrade/new asset expenditures are summarised in Fig 6. The projected upgrade/new
capital works program is shown in Appendix C. All amounts are shown in real values.
Figure 6: Projected Capital Upgrade/New Asset Expenditure

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.
Expenditure on new assets and services in the capital works program will be accommodated in the
long term financial plan but only to the extent of the available funds.
Capital upgrades and new capital expenditure that increase council’s asset base will have ongoing
operations, maintenance and renewal costs. These whole of life asset costs are funded through an
increase in rates for new services to ensure long-term financial sustainability.
5.4.3

Summary of asset expenditure requirements

The financial projections from this asset plan are shown in Fig 7 for projected operating (operations
and maintenance) and capital expenditure (renewal and upgrade/expansion/new assets). Note
that all costs are shown in real values.
The bars in the graphs represent the anticipated budget needs required to achieve lowest lifecycle
costs, the budget line indicates what is currently available. The gap between these informs the
discussion on achieving the balance between services, costs and risk to achieve the best value
outcome.

- 24 Figure 7: Projected Operating and Capital Expenditure

Figure Values are in current (real) dollars.
The total projected 20 year asset management plan operating and capital expenditure costs
average approximately $71.7m per annum. Whilst the budgeted expenditure broadly matches each
year’s projected expenditure, a number of years’ projections exceed budget and thus some
renewals will need to be delayed by one to two years. This will not be expected to have a
significant impact on service levels.
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6. RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN
The purpose of infrastructure risk management is to document the results and recommendations
resulting from the periodic identification, assessment and treatment of risks associated with
providing services from infrastructure, using the fundamentals of International Standard ISO
31000:2009 Risk management – Principles and guidelines.
Risk Management is defined in ISO 31000:2009 as: ‘coordinated activities to direct and control with
regard to risk’7.
An assessment of risks8 associated with service delivery from infrastructure assets has identified
critical risks that will result in loss or reduction in service from infrastructure assets or a ‘financial
shock’. The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood of the risk event
occurring, the consequences should the event occur, develops a risk rating, evaluates the risk and
develops a risk treatment plan for non-acceptable risks.

6.1

Critical Assets

Critical assets are defined as those which have a high consequence of failure causing significant
loss or reduction of service. Similarly, critical failure modes are those which have the highest
consequences.
Critical assets have been identified and their typical failure mode and the impact on service
delivery are as follows:
Table 6.1 Critical Assets
Critical Asset(s)
Sealed Roads

Failure Mode
Potholes and Pavement failure

Impact
risk of traffic accidents
and vehicle damage
Unsealed roads
Rough surfaces
traffic hazard /
accidents and
excessive dust
Footpaths
Vertical displacement and loose missing or Tripping hazard
dislodged pavers
potential for personal
injury
Footbridges
Weathering and deterioration
Collapse and personal
injury
Playford Aquadome – Mechanical failure due to age
Pool closure
Gas heating boiler
By identifying critical assets and failure modes, investigative activities, condition inspection
programs, maintenance and capital expenditure plans can be targeted at the critical areas.

7
8

ISO 31000:2009, p 2
City of Playford’s Integrated Risk Management Framework
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6.2

Risk Assessment

The risk management process used in this project is shown in Figure 6.2 below.
The purpose of the risk management process is to provide a logical framework for the selection of
treatment plans and the management actions to protect the community against unacceptable risk.
The process is based on the fundamentals of the ISO risk assessment standard ISO 31000:2009.

Fig 6.2 Risk Management Process – Abridged

IDENTIFY RISKS

- What can happen ?
- When and why ?
- How and why ?

ANALYSE &
EVALUATE RISKS

- Consequences
- Likelihood
- Level of Risk
- Evaluate

TREAT RISKS

- Identify options
- Assess options
- Treatment plans

The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood of the risk event occurring, the
consequences should the event occur, develops a risk rating, evaluates the risk and develops a
risk treatment plan for non-acceptable risks.
An assessment of risks9 associated with service delivery from infrastructure assets has identified
the critical risks that will result in significant loss, ‘financial shock‘ or a reduction in service.
Critical risks are those assessed with ‘Very High’ (requiring immediate corrective action) and ‘High’
(requiring corrective action) risk ratings identified in the Infrastructure Risk Management Plan. The
residual risk and treatment cost after the selected treatment plan is implemented is shown in Table
6.2. These risks and costs are reported to management and Council.

9

City of Playford’s Integrated Risk Management Framework
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Service or
Asset at Risk

What can Happen

Angle
Vale Historic footbridge deteriorated
Footbridge
beyond repair, risk of partial
collapse

Risk
Rating
(VH, H)
VH

Footpaths

Vertical displacement and loose H
missing or dislodged pavers

Playgrounds

Structural failure caused by the age H
and condition of equipment.

Irrigation

Vandalism and or misuse of H
equipment,
potentially
making
playground unsafe for usage.
Water restrictions reducing the use H
of automatic systems and thus
useful lives.

Oval Sporting & Poles / tower failure.
Park Lighting

Automated or
user-initiated
network-aware
attacks (viruses,
worms, trojan
horses, peer-topeer
Malicious
system misuse

Unmanaged
(uncontrolled)
software
installation

H

Destroyed files
H
Exposed data
Lost productivity
Lost machine control
Lost ICT staff time to rebuild
machines
Ownership of shared resources H
(e.g. web sites, research data)
Any resource without a password
Exposed data
(“unknown” items installed along H
with intended items; untested or
unstable programs that interfere
with supported applications)
System reliability
Lost productivity

Risk Treatment Plan

Access restricted,
engineering report for
replacement
commissioned.
Continue with current
practices: Customer
requests tracking,
maintenance program
and ongoing condition
assessment.
Maintain playgrounds
to
Australian
standards
through
regular inspection and
Maintenance
Regular
inspection
and responses from
Customer Requests
Audit and condition
assess
irrigation
systems that have
been turned off
Conduct a detailed
audit
and
annual
inspections,
vandal
proof fittings.
Access restricted,
daily backups taken to
minimise the loss of
data

Residual
Risk *
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Maintain user rights, Low
monitoring
systems
and policies.
Monitor and Uninstall Low
detected software and
restore systems. ICT
to
only
deploy
standard
software,
which are tested and
commonly used.
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Asset at Risk

What can Happen

Risk
Rating
(VH, H)
Unavailability of Due to network failure, equipment H
departmental
failure, denial of service attack,
ICT
telecom overloads, etc.
equipment/servi
ces
Fleet
Physical injury to staff, public or H
assets

Excessive downtime for repairs
effecting user productivity and
increase whole of life costs

H

Stormwater
pipe

Pipe failures in high risk locations

H

Stormwater
pipe

Local flood due to blockage (debris H
inside the pipes and pits)

Stormwater pits

Misplaced lids and covers are H
major hazard for traffic and
pedestrians

Gross Pollutant The failure of stormwater quality H
Traps
control devices.
Buildings

Age, condition and insufficient H
maintenance over the years have
increased the risk of injury to users.
Vandalism to buildings potentially H
causing damage to infrastructure,
increasing maintenance costs.

Non-compliance with legislation / H
DDA.

Risk Treatment Plan

Emergency
Management
Plan,
Business Continuity
Plan and disaster
recovery system.
Safety Inspections,
signage, engineering,
personal protective
equipment and
training
A change in the use of
the machine. Operator
training,
communication
between Fleet
Department and
Users
Continue to undertake
proactive CCTV
inspections of the
network
Continue to undertake
proactive CCTV
inspections of the
network
Continue
rapid
response process to
customer
requests
received.
Proactive cyclical
maintenance of gross
pollutant traps.
Planned replacement/
maintenance as per
AM Plans and service
delivery
Use alternative
building materials,
install lighting and
CCTV, increase
security patrols
Upgrades to comply
with legislation,
Maintain DDA Action
plan

Residual
Risk *
Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low
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Asset at Risk

What can Happen

Risk
Rating
(VH, H)
Lack of notification of required H
maintenance by tenant causing
City of Playford to be unaware of
maintenance requirements.

Roof leaks and internal flooding.

H

Risk Treatment Plan

Increase
communication with
clubs and lease
holders.

Residual
Risk *
Low

Regular maintenance Low
and inspections.
Programmed.
Replacement
program.
Note * The residual risk is the risk remaining after the selected risk treatment plan is operational.
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6.3

Infrastructure Resilience Approach

The resilience of our critical infrastructure is vital to our customers and the services we provide. To
adapt to changing conditions and grow over time we need to understand our capacity to respond to
possible disruptions and be positioned to absorb disturbance and act effectively in a crisis to
ensure continuity of service.
Resilience is built on aspects such as response and recovery planning, financial capacity and crisis
leadership.
Our current measure of resilience is shown in Table 6.4 which includes the type of threats and
hazards, resilience assessment and identified improvements and/or interventions.
Table 6.4: Resilience
Threat / Hazard
Gawler river flooding
Business
threats

6.4

Resilience
Improvements / Interventions
Medium
Gawler river flood mitigation capital
expenditure
continuity High
Offsite disaster recovery and cloud backups

Service and Risk Trade-Offs

The decisions made in adopting this Asset Management Plan are based on the objective to
achieve the optimum benefits from the available resources.
Currently the existing service level and additional assets brought on by development and growth
for transport is funded through the long-term financial plan and thus there does not need to be any
service or risk trade-offs of any significance at this point.
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7. FINANCIAL SUMMARY
This section contains the financial requirements resulting from all the information presented in the
previous sections of this asset management plan. The financial projections will be improved as
further information becomes available on desired levels of service and current and projected future
asset performance.

7.1

Financial Statements and Projections

7.1.1

Asset valuations

The best available estimate of the value of assets included in this Asset Management Plan are
shown below. Assets are valued at fair value replacement cost
Gross Replacement Cost (or CRC) $956,187,000
Depreciable Amount
Depreciated Replacement Cost10

$949,846,000
$663,158,000

Annual Average Asset Consumption $19,477,000

Gross
Replacement
Cost

Accumulated
Depreciation

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost
End of
reporting
period 1

Annual
Depreciable
Depreciation
Amount
Expense

End of
reporting
period 2

Residual
Value

Useful Life

7.1.1

Sustainability of service delivery

Two key indicators for service delivery sustainability that have been considered in the analysis of
the services provided by this asset category, these being the:


asset renewal funding ratio, and



medium term budgeted expenditures/projected expenditure (over 10 years of the planning
period).

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio
Asset Renewal Funding Ratio11

99%

The Asset Renewal Funding Ratio is the most important indicator and indicates that over the next
10 years of the forecasting that we expect to have 99% of the funds required for the optimal
renewal and replacement of assets.
Medium term – 10 year financial planning period
This asset management plan identifies the projected operations, maintenance and capital renewal
expenditures required to provide an agreed level of service to the community over a 10 year
period. This provides input into 10 year financial and funding plans aimed at providing the required
services in a sustainable manner.
These projected expenditures may be compared to budgeted expenditures in the 10 year period to
identify any funding shortfall. In a core asset management plan, a gap is generally due to
increasing asset renewals for ageing assets.

10
11

Also reported as Written Down Value, Carrying or Net Book Value.
AIFMM, 2015, Version 1.0, Financial Sustainability Indicator 3, Sec 2.6, p 9.

- 32 The projected operations, maintenance and capital renewal expenditure required over the 10 year
planning period is $50,127,000 on average per year.
Estimated (budget) operations, maintenance and capital renewal funding is $50,090,000 on
average per year giving a 10 year funding shortfall of $37,000 per year. This indicates 99% of the
projected expenditures needed to provide the services documented in the asset management plan.
This excludes upgrade/new assets.
Providing services from infrastructure in a sustainable manner requires the matching and
managing of service levels, risks, projected expenditures and financing to achieve a financial
indicator of approximately 100% for the first years of the asset management plan and ideally over
the 10-year life of the Long Term Financial Plan.
7.1.2

Projected expenditures for long term financial plan

Table 7.1.2 shows the projected expenditures for the 10 year long term financial plan.
Expenditure projections are in 2018/19 real values.
Table 7.1.2: Projected Expenditures for Long Term Financial Plan ($000)
Year
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

7.2

Operations
($000)
18,116
18,940
19,782
20,519
21,030
21,766
22,508
23,250
23,998
24,748

Maintenance
($000)
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295
9,295

Projected Capital
Renewal
($000)
20,376
21,839
17,796
17,754
18,415
17,468
22,265
17,735
20,057
20,463

Capital
Upgrade/ New
($000)
17,399
27,909
15,051
9,056
17,354
17,354
17,354
17,354
17,354
17,354

Funding Strategy

Funding for assets is provided from the budget and long term financial plan.
The financial strategy of the Council determines how funding will be provided, whereas the asset
management plan communicates how and when this will be spent, along with the service and risk
consequences of differing options.

7.3

Valuation Forecasts

Asset values are forecast to increase as additional assets are added in to service.
Additional assets will generally add to the operations and maintenance needs in the longer term,
as well as the need for future renewal. Additional assets will also add to future depreciation
forecasts.
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7.4

Key Assumptions Made in Financial Forecasts

This section details the key assumptions made in presenting the information contained in this asset
management plan. It is presented to enable readers to gain an understanding of the levels of
confidence in the data behind the financial forecasts.
Key assumptions made in this asset management plan are:
Table 7.4: Key Assumptions made in Asset Management Plan and Risks of Change
Key Assumptions
1

Growth of asset base due to developer contributions equating to 1.1%

2

Steady state condition of infrastructure network as identified by condition surveys

3

Expected and adopted asset useful life will be achieved

4

Current replacement cost reflects cost of renewals

7.5

Forecast Reliability and Confidence

The expenditure and valuations projections in this AM Plan are based on best available data.
Currency and accuracy of data is critical to effective asset and financial management. Data
confidence is classified on a 5 level scale12 in accordance with Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Data Confidence Grading System
Confidence
Grade
A Highly
reliable

Description
Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis,
documented properly and agreed as the best method of assessment. Dataset is
complete and estimated to be accurate ± 2%

B Reliable

Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis,
documented properly but has minor shortcomings, for example some of the data
is old, some documentation is missing and/or reliance is placed on unconfirmed
reports or some extrapolation. Dataset is complete and estimated to be accurate
± 10%

C Uncertain

Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis which is
incomplete or unsupported, or extrapolated from a limited sample for which grade
A or B data are available. Dataset is substantially complete but up to 50% is
extrapolated data and accuracy estimated ± 25%

D Very
Uncertain

Data is based on unconfirmed verbal reports and/or cursory inspections and
analysis. Dataset may not be fully complete and most data is estimated or
extrapolated. Accuracy ± 40%

E Unknown

None or very little data held.

The estimated confidence level and reliability of data used in this Asset Management Plan is
considered to be reliable

12

IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Table 2.4.6, p 2|71.
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8. PLAN IMPROVEMENT AND
MONITORING
8.1

Status of Asset Management Practices13

8.1.1

Accounting and financial data sources

The City of Playford uses the Technology One, One Council, financial system. This system has an
Asset Database module and a General Ledger module.
The finance module is the responsibility of the Finance function and asset module is the
responsibility of the Asset Strategy function. There is joint responsibility for ensuring the integrity
of the system and asset financial information overall.
The City of Playford prepares general purpose financial reports in accordance with Australian
equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (AIFRS) as they apply to not-for-profit
entities, other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board, Urgent
Issues Group Interpretations (UIGs) and relevant South Australian legislation.
8.1.2

Asset management data sources

The General Ledger module references transactions from the Asset module through an asset
number field. Transfer of financial information from the Asset to the GL module is automatic via
system posting transactions.

13

ISO 55000 Refers to this the Asset Management System
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8.2

Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this asset management plan is shown in
Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Improvement Plan
Asset
Class
Buildings

Fleet

Parks

Task
Undertake an external audit of buildings
recording condition, component details
and useful lives
Restructure building component asset
records to reflect renewal and
maintenance activities
Formalise the building Risk Register
Categorise buildings in to classes that
reflect technical service levels (high use /
criticality)
Implement an annual condition
assessment process for Building assets
Finalise the technical levels of service
still to be developed
Undertake a strategic review of
community needs that require building
services
Undertake optimal lifecycle useful life
analysis
Formalise the fleet Risk Register
Investigate Utilisation and develop
benchmarks
Finalise the technical levels of service
still to be developed
Implement an annual condition
assessment process for irrigation assets
Formalise the parks Risk Register
Develop park furniture design standards
Finalise the technical levels of service
still to be developed
Review the need for 'Green' assets (e.g.
Trees, landscaping, etc.) in future
revisions of the plan.
Undertake a review of useful lives and
unit rates to ensure they reflect current
replacement service levels

Responsibility

Resources
Required
$50,000

Timelin
e
2019

Existing

2020

Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Senior Manager
Asset
Operations
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Manager Fleet

Existing

2020

Existing

2020

Existing

2021

Existing

2020

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Senior Manager
Capital Works
and Assets
Asset Planning
Coordinator

Existing

2020

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Existing

2020

Existing

2020

Existing

2021

Existing

2019

Senior Manager
Asset
Operations
Asset Planning
Coordinator
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Class
Stormwater

Technology

Transport

Task
Formalise Stormwater Risk Register
Undertake a review of useful lives and
unit rates to ensure they reflect current
replacement service levels
Finalise the technical levels of service still to
be developed
Develop a condition assessment process
for high risk above ground stormwater
infrastructure (headwalls / culverts)
Finalise the technical levels of service
still to be developed
Formalise the technology Risk Register

Responsibility

Resources
Required
Existing

Timelin
e
2020

Existing

2020

Asset Planning
Coordinator

Existing

2019

Asset Planning
Coordinator

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Existing

2020

Existing

2020

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Existing

2019

Existing

2020

Existing

2021

Existing

2020

Existing

2020

Existing

2021

Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator

Asset Planning
Coordinator
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Develop tools to assist Growth Modelling Senior Manager
for technology assets
Service
Improvement
Develop a model to support decision
Senior Manager
making in regard to leasing or purchasing Service
of Assets
Improvement
Undertake a review of useful lives and
Asset Planning
unit rates to ensure they reflect current
Coordinator
replacement service levels
Formalise the Transport Risk Register
Asset Planning
Coordinator
Finalise the technical levels of service
Asset Planning
still to be developed
Coordinator
Explore maintenance and operations
Asset Planning
service levels to ascertain Optimum
Coordinator
Lifecycle service levels
Develop maintenance and renewal
Manager
trigger scoping documents for Roads &
Assets &
Footpaths
Projects
Develop Rural Road condition
Manager Roads
assessment process
and Stormwater
Model maintenance and operations costs Asset Planning
in relation to changing conditions to
Coordinator
better forecast future expenditure
Introduce functionality and capacity
Asset Planning
rating system in to existing condition
Coordinator
assessment process
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8.3

Monitoring and Review Procedures

This asset management plan will be reviewed during annual budget planning processes and
amended to show any material changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide
those services as a result of budget decisions.
The Asset Management Plan will be updated annually to ensure it represents the current service
level, asset values, projected operations, maintenance, capital renewal and replacement, capital
upgrade/new and asset disposal expenditures and projected expenditure values incorporated into
the long term financial plan.
The Asset Management Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for complete revision and updating
within four years of each Council election.

8.4

Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the asset management plan can be measured in the following ways:





The degree to which the required projected expenditures identified in this asset
management plan are incorporated into the long term financial plan,
The degree to which 1-5 year detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and
corporate structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by the
asset management plan,
The degree to which the existing and projected service levels and service consequences
(what we cannot do), risks and residual risks are incorporated into the Strategic Plan and
associated plans,
The Asset Renewal Funding Ratio achieving the target of 1.0.
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Appendix A Projected 10-year Capital Renewal and Replacement Works Program
Summary ($’000)
Asset Type 2020
Building
1,746
Fleet
3,199
Parks
1,609
Stormwater 731
Technology 1,177
Transport
12,079
Total
20,541

2021
1,441
3,659
1,575
918
3,233
11,014
21,839

2022
1,387
3,575
1,337
876
545
10,076
17,796

2023
1,072
2,274
1,039
769
1,495
11,106
17,754

2024
1,119
3,498
1,208
838
956
10,796
18,415

2025
1,088
2,777
1,458
777
597
10,955
17,651

2026
700
2,794
1,659
1,172
3,024
12,917
22,265

2027
1,270
2,361
1,110
731
861
11,402
17,735

2028
1,236
3,084
1,269
856
1,990
11,623
20,057

2029
1,576
4,087
1,462
997
632
11,531
20,285

Total
12,634
31,309
13,725
8,665
14,508
113,499
194,340
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Detail - 2020
Asset Class\Type\Name
Building
Corporate Building
PLAYFORD CIVIC CENTRE
PLAYFORD OPERATIONS
PLAYFORD OPERATIONS - TRANS STYLE SIGN
Lighting
ARGANA PARK
Sporting Building
AQUADOME AT PLAYFORD - AQUATIC CENTRE
SPRUANCE HALL
VIRGINIA OVAL - CLUBROOMS
Fleet
Heavy
DRUM ROLLER INGERSOLL RAND
HYUNDAI LOADER
SWEEPER MCDJ
TIPPER
TRUCK ISUZU
Other Flt
MOWER JOHN DEERE
SCISSOR LIFT TOUCAN
Trailer
MIXER
SINGLE AXLE TRAILER
TANDEM TIP TRAILER
TRAILER FLAT TOP
TRAILER SINGLE
TRAILER TANDEM
Vehicle
FORD TRANSIT LWB
FORD VAN
HYUNDAI I40
HYUNDAI ILOAD
HYUNDAI KONA
HYUNDAI SONATA
HYUNDAI TUCSON
HYUNDAI TUCSON HIGHLANDER
ISUZU DMAX
ISUZU MUX
MITSUBISHI KING CAB 4X4 ALLOY TRAY
MITSUBISHI TRITON
MITSUBISHI TRITON D CAB
MITSUBISHI TRITON GLX 4X4 PICKUP
RENAULT KANGOO COMPACT
RENAULT MASTER LWB VAN

# of Assets
25
8
2
1
5
2
2
15
4
10
1
78
8
1
1
1
1
4
7
6
1
25
1
1
1
1
7
14
38
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
1
6
1
1
8
1
1
1
1

- 41 UTILITY HOLDEN
Office
Equipment Off
AVID
BELT PACK
CHAIN BLOCK
CONTROL SURFACE
CURVE ARRAY
EQUIPMENT
FLY KIT
HEADSET
INSTRUMENT
MASTER STATION
MICROPHONE
MONITOR
MOTOROLLA
NORTHERN SOUND SYSTEM
PACH BAY
POWER AMP
POWER DISTRO
RACK CASE
SUB WOOFER
XFIELD
Parks
Fence Prk
CENTRAL DISTRICTS OVAL
SMITHFIELD OVAL
Irrigation
ANGLE VALE PRIMARY
RIDLEY RESERVE SOCCER OVAL
Other Prk cost
GENERAL ALLOCATION PRKS
Park Furniture
ARGYLE RESERVE
BROSTER DRAINAGE RESERVE
CALIFORNIA RESERVE
CENTRAL DISTRICTS OVAL
CHARDONNAY RESERVE
DAVEY STREET RESERVE
DUNCAN ANDERSON & MOFFLIN RESERVES
DWIGHT RESERVE
ELIZABETH SOUTH STATION
FILSOLL CRESCENT RESERVE
HOLYOAKE COURT EAST RESERVE
JO GAPPER PARK
KARRI RESERVE
MARENA RESERVE

5
33
33
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
67
2
1
1
6
1
5
2
2
49
1
1
1
24
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1

- 42 NORTHERN SOUND SYSTEM / SKATE PARK
OLIVE GROVE
PERRE RESERVE
PLAYFORD GARDENS
TOWN PARK
Playground
MUNNO PARA LINEAR RESERVE SOUTH
Shade Structure
ARGANA PARK
STRATTON RESERVE/DWIGHT
Sports Area
RAMSAY PARK
SMITHFIELD OVAL
Plant
Gardening
CHAINSAW STIHL
MOWER HONDA
MULCHER MOWER HONDA
MULCHER MOWER HONDER
SPRAY EQUIPMENT UNITS
SPRAY UNIT CROPLANDS
WHIPPER SNIPPER STIHL
Mechanical
COMPACTOR
DRAIN CLEANER RACEJET
GENERATOR
GENERATOR DUNLITE
GENERATOR HONDA
GENERATOR PRIME POWER
PLATE COMPACTOR
POWER PACK DUNLITE
WACKER BITUMEN PLATE
WACKER PLATE BITUMEN
WELDER MIG
Streetscape
Footpath
ALLEYWAY
ANDERSON STREET
ANDERSON WALK
ARURA RESERVE
BALD STREET
BALLARD ROAD
BARKER CRESCENT
BEAUMONT ROAD
BECKINGTON STREET
BISHOP CRESCENT
BLAIR PARK DRIVE

2
1
1
2
2
1
1
5
4
1
2
1
1
26
15
6
1
1
1
2
2
2
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
141
139
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2

- 43 BLIGHT CRESCENT
BUCHANAN ROAD
BUNDARRA COURT
CAMPBELL ROAD
CHERRYTREE CRESCENT
CHESTERMAN STREET
COCKSHELL STREET
COVENTRY ROAD
CRAIGMORE ROAD
CURTIS ROAD
DOLPHIN STREET
DOUGLAS STREET
FORDE STREET
FREMONT PARK
HANDLEY STREET
HANSON ROAD
HAYDOWN ROAD
HEWITT ROAD
HEYWOOD STREET
HIGHFIELD DRIVE
HILL STREET
HOLCOMB STREET
HORNET CRESCENT
KENTISH ROAD
KINKAID ROAD
KNIGHTSBRIDGE COURT
LAVERTON STREET
LOMALINDA DRIVE
LONGBRIDGE ROAD
MAINWARING CRESCENT
MANDER CRESCENT
MARSHMAN STREET
MIDWAY ROAD
MILAN STREET
MOFFLIN ROAD
NAUTILUS ROAD
NORMAN TERRACE
OBRIEN STREET
PEACHEY ROAD
PEACOCK ROAD
PENARTH COURT
PERTWOOD ROAD
PHILIP HIGHWAY
ROSE STREET
ROSEWARNE CRESCENT
SAMPSON ROAD
SEDGEHILL ROAD

1
1
1
3
1
4
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
4
2
4
1
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
7
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

- 44 SHILLABEER ROAD
SISSMAN STREET
SMITHS CREEK
SOUTHAN STREET
SPRUANCE ROAD
ST BARBARA ROAD
STORMORE STREET
STUDLEY STREET
SULLIVAN ROAD
THOMPSON STREET
TILSHEAD ROAD
TISBURY STREET
WARD STREET
WAROOKA CRESCENT
WEBSTER STREET
WESTBURY STREET
WIMBORNE STREET
WISHFORD ROAD
WOMMA ROAD
YARNBROOK STREET
YORKTOWN ROAD
Sign
City Wide Signage Renewal
Streetscape Cost
Capital Overhead
Technology
Audio
PHONE RADIO
Desktop
DESKTOP
LENOVO
LENOVO DESKTOP
M900 THINKCENTRE
MONITOR
Mobile
COMMUNITY PROJECT (MARKI WAIENDI)
HP DOCKSTATION
HP NOTEBOOK
LENOVO
LENOVO DOCKSTATION
LENOVO LAPTOP
MONITOR
NOTEBOOK
REVOLVE
Other Tech
SAN
THINKPAD

1
1
2
4
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
6
1
4
1
1
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
598
2
2
382
72
3
19
285
3
191
10
3
4
4
66
80
10
1
13
23
2
3

- 45 WHITEBOARD
WIRELESS ACCESS POINT
WIRELESS NETWORK
Transport
Bridge
ANGLE VALE ROAD
Carpark
BLAKEVIEW BOULEVARD CARPARK
PLAYFORD OPERATIONS
PLAYFORD WORKLINK
PRESIDENT AVENUE
ULEYBURY SCHOOL MUSEUM
Kerb
JANE STREET
MCLEAN COURT
MOIR STREET
STORMORE STREET
TUDOR CRESCENT
TURNER DRIVE
WOODFORD ROAD
Pavement RD - Sealed
EAST PARKWAY
SUPPLE ROAD
Pram Ramp
ADAMS ROAD
ALAWOONA ROAD
ALEXANDER STREET
ANDERSON STREET
AYLWIN STREET
BANDIANA CRESCENT
BARROW CRESCENT
BARTLETT STREET
BEAUMONT ROAD
BIRDBUSH STREET
BIRDSMOOR ROAD
BISHOP CRESCENT
BISHOPSTONE ROAD
BLACKWOOD DRIVE
BLIGHT CRESCENT
BLIGHT STREET
BRATTON STREET
BUCHANAN ROAD
CARCOOLA ROAD
CARDNELL CRESCENT
CHARLSON STREET
CHERRYTREE CRESCENT
CHESTERMAN STREET

16
1
1
316
1
1
6
1
2
1
1
1
10
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
3
2
1
189
2
1
2
1
2
4
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

- 46 COLLINS STREET
COVENTRY ROAD
CUSHEN STREET
DOLPHIN STREET
DOWLISH STREET
DURDIN ROAD
ELIZABETH WAY
FATCHEN STREET
FORDE STREET
FORTRESS STREET
FULLER CRESCENT
GREENWOOD CRESCENT
HAMBLYNN ROAD
HANSON ROAD
HARVEY ROAD
HAYDOWN ROAD
HEWITT ROAD
HODBY CRESCENT
HOGARTH ROAD
HOLCOMB STREET
HOOLE STREET
HORNET CRESCENT
IFOULD ROAD
ILLALONG CRESCENT
JACARANDA DRIVE
JENKINS COURT
LAVERTON STREET
LOCK STREET
LOMALINDA DRIVE
LONGBRIDGE ROAD
MAINWARING CRESCENT
MANDEVILLE STREET
MARTIN ROAD
MCKENZIE ROAD
MILAN STREET
MOFFLIN ROAD
MOUNTBATTEN SQUARE
NAUTILUS ROAD
NEAGLE ROAD
OBRIEN STREET
PEACHEY ROAD
PERTWOOD ROAD
RUDGE STREET
SALERNO COURT
SARATOGA ROAD
SEABOROUGH ROAD
SEAVINGTON ROAD

1
4
2
4
2
1
5
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
4
6
1
3
4
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
4
2
4
4
3
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
1
2
2
2
1
2

- 47 SHANNON STREET
STOKES COURT
STORMORE STREET
STUDLEY STREET
TISBURY STREET
TOLMER ROAD
UNDERDOWN ROAD
WARD STREET
WARMINSTER ROAD
WAROOKA DRIVE
WELLINGTON COURT
WESTBURY STREET
WIMBORNE STREET
WISHFORD ROAD
WOMMA ROAD
WORDEN STREET
YARNBROOK STREET
ZURICH ROAD
Surface RD
ADAMS ROAD
ALAWOONA ROAD
ANDERSON WALK
BAKER ROAD
BASSNET ROAD
BENTLEY ROAD
CARMELO ROAD
COVENTRY ROAD
CRABB ROAD
CURTIS ROAD
DAVISON CRESCENT
DEVON ROAD
EAST PARKWAY
EDGECOMBE ROAD
ELIZABETH WAY
FRADD ROAD
FRANK BARKER ROAD
GAWLER ROAD
GILLINGHAM ROAD
GOODMAN ROAD
GREENWOOD CRESCENT
HAMBLYNN ROAD
HANSON ROAD
HARVEY ROAD
HAYDOWN ROAD
HEYTESBURY ROAD
HODBY CRESCENT
JANE STREET

1
2
4
2
4
2
1
2
2
3
2
4
1
2
1
1
2
2
106
2
2
1
5
1
1
5
7
3
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

- 48 JOHNS ROAD
LANGFORD DRIVE
MAIN TERRACE
MILAN STREET
MOFFLIN ROAD
MOIR STREET
NEWTON BOULEVARD
NORTHAMPTON CRESCENT
OBRIEN STREET
ONE TREE HILL ROAD
PEACHEY ROAD
PRECOLUMB ROAD
ROBERT ROAD
SALERNO COURT
SEABOROUGH ROAD
STORMORE STREET
SUPPLE ROAD
SYMES ROAD
TOLMER ROAD
TOZER ROAD
TUDOR CRESCENT
TURNER DRIVE
VALIANT ROAD
WAROOKA DRIVE
WESTBURY STREET
Traffic Island
Capital Overhead
Water Capture
Pipe
GENERAL ALLOCATION SWDR
Water Delivery
Aquifer SR
Capital Overhead
Grand Total

1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
5
1
2
4
4
2
5
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1,286
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Appendix B Glossary
Annual service cost (ASC)
1) Reporting actual cost
The annual (accrual) cost of providing a service
including operations, maintenance, depreciation,
finance/opportunity and disposal costs less
revenue.
2) For investment analysis and budgeting
An estimate of the cost that would be tendered,
per annum, if tenders were called for the supply
of a service to a performance specification for a
fixed term. The Annual Service Cost includes
operations, maintenance, depreciation, finance /
opportunity and disposal costs, less revenue.
Asset
A resource controlled by an entity as a result of
past events and from which future economic
benefits are expected to flow to the entity.
Infrastructure assets are a sub-class of property,
plant and equipment which are non-current
assets with a life greater than 12 months and
enable services to be provided.
Asset category
Sub-group of assets within a class hierarchy for
financial reporting and management purposes.
Asset class
A group of assets having a similar nature or
function in the operations of an entity, and which,
for purposes of disclosure, is shown as a single
item without supplementary disclosure.
Asset condition assessment
The process of continuous or periodic inspection,
assessment, measurement and interpretation of
the resultant data to indicate the condition of a
specific asset so as to determine the need for
some preventative or remedial action.
Asset hierarchy
A framework for segmenting an asset base into
appropriate classifications. The asset hierarchy
can be based on asset function or asset type or a
combination of the two.
Asset management (AM)
The combination of management, financial,
economic, engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of
providing the required level of service in the most
cost effective manner.
Asset renewal funding ratio

The ratio of the net present value of asset
renewal funding accommodated over a 10 year
period in a long term financial plan relative to the
net present value of projected capital renewal
expenditures identified in an asset management
plan for the same period [AIFMG Financial
Sustainability Indicator No 8].
Average annual asset consumption (AAAC)*
The amount of an organisation’s asset base
consumed during a reporting period (generally a
year). This may be calculated by dividing the
depreciable amount by the useful life (or total
future economic benefits/service potential) and
totalled for each and every asset OR by dividing
the carrying amount (depreciated replacement
cost) by the remaining useful life (or remaining
future economic benefits/service potential) and
totalled for each and every asset in an asset
category or class.
Borrowings
A borrowing or loan is a contractual obligation of
the borrowing entity to deliver cash or another
financial asset to the lending entity over a
specified period of time or at a specified point in
time, to cover both the initial capital provided and
the cost of the interest incurred for providing this
capital. A borrowing or loan provides the means
for the borrowing entity to finance outlays
(typically physical assets) when it has insufficient
funds of its own to do so, and for the lending
entity to make a financial return, normally in the
form of interest revenue, on the funding provided.
Capital expenditure
Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has
benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal,
expansion and upgrade. Where capital projects
involve a combination of renewal, expansion
and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project
cost needs to be allocated accordingly.
Capital expenditure - expansion
Expenditure that extends the capacity of an
existing asset to provide benefits, at the same
standard as is currently enjoyed by existing
beneficiaries, to a new group of users. It is
discretionary expenditure, which increases future
operations and maintenance costs, because it
increases the organisation’s asset base, but may
be associated with additional revenue from the
new user group, e.g. extending a drainage or
road network, the provision of an oval or park in a
new suburb for new residents.
Capital expenditure - new
Expenditure which creates a new asset providing
a new service/output that did not exist
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beforehand. As it increases service potential it
may impact revenue and will increase future
operations and maintenance expenditure.

Class of assets

Capital expenditure - renewal

Component

Expenditure on an existing asset or on replacing
an existing asset, which returns the service
capability of the asset up to that which it had
originally. It is periodically required expenditure,
relatively large (material) in value compared with
the value of the components or sub-components
of the asset being renewed. As it reinstates
existing service potential, it generally has no
impact on revenue, but may reduce future
operations and maintenance expenditure if
completed at the optimum time, e.g. resurfacing
or resheeting a material part of a road network,
replacing a material section of a drainage network
with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an
oval.

Specific parts of an asset having independent
physical or functional identity and having specific
attributes such as different life expectancy,
maintenance regimes, risk or criticality.

Capital expenditure - upgrade
Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to
provide a higher level of service or expenditure
that will increase the life of the asset beyond that
which it had originally. Upgrade expenditure is
discretionary and often does not result in
additional revenue unless direct user charges
apply. It will increase operations and maintenance
expenditure in the future because of the increase
in the organisation’s asset base, e.g. widening the
sealed area of an existing road, replacing
drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity,
enlarging a grandstand at a sporting facility.
Capital funding
Funding to pay for capital expenditure.
Capital grants
Monies received generally tied to the specific
projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new
investment proposals.
Capital investment expenditure
See capital expenditure definition
Capitalisation threshold
The value of expenditure on non-current assets
above which the expenditure is recognised as
capital expenditure and below which the
expenditure is charged as an expense in the year
of acquisition.
Carrying amount
The amount at which an asset is recognised after
deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses
thereon.

See asset class definition

Core asset management
Asset management which relies primarily on the
use of an asset register, maintenance
management
systems,
job
resource
management,
inventory
control,
condition
assessment, simple risk assessment and defined
levels of service, in order to establish alternative
treatment options and long-term cashflow
predictions. Priorities are usually established on
the basis of financial return gained by carrying out
the work (rather than detailed risk analysis and
optimised decision- making).
Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or
the fair value of the consideration given to acquire
an asset at the time of its acquisition or
construction, including any costs necessary to
place the asset into service. This includes one-off
design and project management costs.
Critical assets
Assets for which the financial, business or service
level consequences of failure are sufficiently
severe to justify proactive inspection and
rehabilitation. Critical assets have a lower
threshold for action than noncritical assets.
Current replacement cost (CRC)
The cost the entity would incur to acquire the
asset on the reporting date.
The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at
which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or
the minimum it would cost, to replace the existing
asset with a technologically modern equivalent
new asset (not a second hand one) with the same
economic benefits (gross service potential)
allowing for any differences in the quantity and
quality of output and in operating costs.
Deferred maintenance
The shortfall in rehabilitation work undertaken
relative to that required to maintain the service
potential of an asset.
Depreciable amount
The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted
for its cost, less its residual value.
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Depreciated replacement cost (DRC)

Impairment Loss

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset
less, where applicable, accumulated depreciation
calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the
already consumed or expired future economic
benefits of the asset.

The amount by which the carrying amount of an
asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Depreciation / amortisation
The systematic allocation of the depreciable
amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.
Economic life
See useful life definition.
Expenditure
The spending of money on goods and services.
Expenditure includes recurrent and capital
outlays.
Expenses
Decreases in economic benefits during the
accounting period in the form of outflows or
depletions of assets or increases in liabilities that
result in decreases in equity, other than those
relating to distributions to equity participants.
Fair value
The amount for which an asset could be
exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length
transaction.
Financing gap
A financing gap exists whenever an entity has
insufficient capacity to finance asset renewal and
other expenditure necessary to be able to
appropriately maintain the range and level of
services its existing asset stock was originally
designed and intended to deliver. The service
capability of the existing asset stock should be
determined assuming no additional operating
revenue, productivity improvements, or net
financial liabilities above levels currently planned
or projected. A current financing gap means
service levels have already or are currently
falling. A projected financing gap if not addressed
will result in a future diminution of existing service
levels.
Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific,
technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for
its contribution to knowledge and culture and this
purpose is central to the objectives of the entity
holding it.

Infrastructure assets
Physical assets that contribute to meeting the
needs of organisations or the need for access to
major economic and social facilities and services,
e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths and cycleways.
These are typically large, interconnected
networks or portfolios of composite assets. The
components of these assets may be separately
maintained, renewed or replaced individually so
that the required level and standard of service
from the network of assets is continuously
sustained. Generally the components and hence
the assets have long lives. They are fixed in place
and are often have no separate market value.
Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital
appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or
services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business.
Key performance indicator
A qualitative or quantitative measure of a service
or activity used to compare actual performance
against a standard or other target. Performance
indicators commonly relate to statutory limits,
safety, responsiveness, cost, comfort, asset
performance, reliability, efficiency, environmental
protection and customer satisfaction.

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular
service/activity
against
which
service
performance may be measured. Service levels
usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability,
responsiveness,
environmental
impact,
acceptability and cost.
Life Cycle Cost *
1. Total LCC The total cost of an asset
throughout its life including planning, design,
construction, acquisition, operation, maintenance,
rehabilitation and disposal costs.
2. Average LCC The life cycle cost (LCC) is
average cost to provide the service over the
longest asset life cycle. It comprises average
operations, maintenance expenditure plus asset
consumption
expense,
represented
by
depreciation expense projected over 10 years.
The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds
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required to provide the service in a particular
year.
Life Cycle Expenditure
The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the average
operations, maintenance and capital renewal
expenditure accommodated in the long term
financial plan over 10 years.
Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to average Life
Cycle Cost to give an initial indicator of
affordability of projected service levels when
considered with asset age profiles.
Loans / borrowings
See borrowings.
Maintenance
All actions necessary for retaining an asset as
near as practicable to an appropriate service
condition, including regular ongoing day-to-day
work necessary to keep assets operating, e.g.
road patching but excluding rehabilitation or
renewal. It is operating expenditure required to
ensure that the asset reaches its expected useful
life.
• Planned maintenance
Repair work that is identified and managed
through a maintenance management system
(MMS).
MMS activities include inspection,
assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience,
prioritising
scheduling,
actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve
maintenance and service delivery performance.

Reactive
maintenance:
Unplanned
repair work that is carried out in response to
service requests and management/ supervisory
directions.

Specific maintenance: Maintenance
work to repair components or replace subcomponents that need to be identified as a
specific maintenance item in the maintenance
budget.

Unplanned maintenance: Corrective
work required in the short-term to restore an
asset to working condition so it can continue to
deliver the required service or to maintain its level
of security and integrity.
Maintenance expenditure *
Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or
regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the
asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which
was anticipated in determining the asset’s useful
life.
Materiality

The notion of materiality guides the margin of
error acceptable, the degree of precision required
and the extent of the disclosure required when
preparing general purpose financial reports.
Information is material if its omission,
misstatement or non-disclosure has the potential,
individually or collectively, to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
the financial report or affect the discharge of
accountability by the management or governing
body of the entity.
Modern equivalent asset
Assets that replicate what is in existence with the
most cost-effective asset performing the same
level of service. It is the most cost efficient,
currently available asset which will provide the
same stream of services as the existing asset is
capable of producing. It allows for technology
changes and, improvements and efficiencies in
production and installation techniques
Net present value (NPV)
The value to the organisation of the cash flows
associated with an asset, liability, activity or event
calculated using a discount rate to reflect the time
value of money. It is the net amount of discounted
total cash inflows after deducting the value of the
discounted total cash outflows arising from e.g.
the continued use and subsequent disposal of the
asset after deducting the value of the discounted
total cash outflows.
Non-revenue generating investments
Investments for the provision of goods and
services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any
savings or revenue to the Council, e.g. parks and
playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges,
libraries, etc.
Operations
Regular activities to provide services such as
public health, safety and amenity, e.g. street
sweeping, grass mowing and street lighting.
Operating expenditure
Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously
required to provide a service. In common use the
term typically includes, e.g. power, fuel, staff,
plant equipment, on-costs and overheads but
excludes
maintenance
and
depreciation.
Maintenance and depreciation is on the other
hand included in operating expenses.
Operating expense
The gross outflow of economic benefits, being
cash and non-cash items, during the period
arising in the course of ordinary activities of an
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entity when those outflows result in decreases in
equity, other than decreases relating to
distributions to equity participants.

A measure of the rate at which assets are being
upgraded and expanded per annum with capital
upgrade/new expenditure expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital
upgrade/expansion expenditure/DA).

Operating expenses

Recoverable amount

Recurrent expenses continuously required to
provide a service, including power, fuel, staff,
plant equipment, maintenance, depreciation, oncosts and overheads.

The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to
sell and its value in use.

Operations,
maintenance
financing ratio

Recurrent expenditure

and

renewal

Ratio of estimated budget to projected
expenditure for operations, maintenance and
renewal of assets over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10
and 15 years).

Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that
which has benefits expected to last less than 12
months.
Recurrent
expenditure
includes
operations and maintenance expenditure.
Recurrent funding

Operations, maintenance and renewal gap
Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Difference between budgeted expenditures in a long
term financial plan (or estimated future budgets in
absence of a long term financial plan) and projected
expenditures for operations, maintenance and
renewal of assets to achieve/maintain specified
service levels, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5,
10 and 15 years).
Pavement management system (PMS)
A systematic process for measuring and
predicting the condition of road pavements and
wearing surfaces over time and recommending
corrective actions.
PMS Score
A measure of condition of a road segment
determined from a Pavement Management
System.
Rate of annual asset consumption *
The ratio of annual asset consumption relative to
the depreciable amount of the assets. It
measures the amount of the consumable parts of
assets that are consumed in a period
(depreciation) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount.
Rate of annual asset renewal *
The ratio of asset renewal and replacement
expenditure relative to depreciable amount for a
period. It measures whether assets are being
replaced at the rate they are wearing out with
capital renewal expenditure expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital
renewal expenditure/DA).
Rate of annual asset upgrade/new *

Rehabilitation
See capital renewal expenditure definition above.
Remaining useful life
The time remaining until an asset ceases to
provide the required service level or economic
usefulness. Age plus remaining useful life is
useful life.
Renewal
See capital renewal expenditure definition above.
Residual value
The estimated amount that an entity would
currently obtain from disposal of the asset, after
deducting the estimated costs of disposal, if the
asset were already of the age and in the condition
expected at the end of its useful life.
Revenue generating investments
Investments for the provision of goods and
services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some
savings or revenue to offset operating costs, e.g.
public halls and theatres, childcare centres,
sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.
Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range
of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the
resultant ranges of outcomes and their probability
of occurrence.
Section or segment
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A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure
asset.
Service potential

service, or the estimated period of time over
which the future economic benefits embodied in a
depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed
by the Council.

The total future service capacity of an asset. It is
normally determined by reference to the operating
capacity and economic life of an asset. A
measure of service potential is used in the notfor-profit sector/public sector to value assets,
particularly those not producing a cash flow.
Service potential remaining
A measure of the future economic benefits
remaining in assets. It may be expressed in
dollar values (Fair Value) or as a percentage of
total anticipated future economic benefits. It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s
potential to provide services that are still available
for use in providing services (Depreciated
Replacement Cost/Depreciable Amount).
Specific Maintenance
Replacement of higher value components/subcomponents of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, replacement of
air conditioning equipment, etc.
This work
generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific
maintenance budget allocation.
Strategic Longer-Term Plan
A plan covering the term of office of councillors (4
years minimum) reflecting the needs of the
community for the foreseeable future. It brings
together the detailed requirements in the
Council’s longer-term plans such as the asset
management plan and the long-term financial
plan. The plan is prepared in consultation with the
community and details where the Council is at
that point in time, where it wants to go, how it is
going to get there, mechanisms for monitoring the
achievement of the outcomes and how the plan
will be resourced.
Sub-component
Smaller individual
component part.

parts

that

make

up

a

Useful life
Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to
be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units
expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing
the asset into service and removing it from

Value in Use
The present value of future cash flows expected
to be derived from an asset or cash generating
unit. It is deemed to be depreciated replacement
cost (DRC) for those assets whose future
economic benefits are not primarily dependent on
the asset's ability to generate net cash inflows,
where the entity would, if deprived of the asset,
replace its remaining future economic benefits.
Source: IPWEA, 2009, Glossary
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